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D0 Single Top Search as an Example



Generic Structure of Analysis

➲ Create MC Model

➲ Apply some preselection cuts

➲ Find some observables which help to sepa-
rate signal from background

➲ Apply some method of High Level Analysis 
to get final numbers of the predicted 
Signal/Background and Data



Method of Optimal Observables
➲ Provides general receipt how to choose most effec-

tive variables to separate Signal/Background

➲ Based on the analysis of Feynman diagrams which 
contribute to signal and Background

➲ Described in different examples

● Higgs search hep-ph/0406152 p.69-71 (E.Boos and L.D.)

● Single Top search AIHENP'99 (E.B. and L.D.), 

     hep-ph/9903215  and D0 publications on Single Top Search

● Ttbar in progress (E.B., L.D., H. Frisch, S. Levy)



Three Classes of Variables
➲ “Singular” Sensitive Variables
    (denominator of Feynman diagrams)
   Most of the rates of signal and background processes come 

from the integration over the phase space region close to the 
singularities. If some of the singular variables are different or 
the positions of the singularities are different the corresponding 
distributions will differ most strongly

s-channel singularities t-channel singularities



Three Classes of Variables

➲ “Angular” variables, Spin effects
   (numerator of Feynman diagrams)

➲ “Threshold” variables
   s_hat and Ht variables relate to the fact that 

various signal and background processes 
may have very different energy thresholds

   



D0 Analysis 
PHENO 03/05/05 talk by R. Schwienhorst













The Latest Tevatron Results

PHENO talk of R. Schwienhorst 5/3/2005



Generic High-Level 
Analysis Strategy

➲ Distinguish kinematically different backgrounds       
(ttbar, Wbb, Wjets, QCD fake, diboson)

➲ Construct set of “optimal observables” for each 
pair of Signal/Background (e.g. t-channel/Wbb)

➲ Train different networks for each pair of 
Signal/Background processes 

➲ Combine NN outputs


